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The first debate: „Anonymised“ Location Data from Mobile Phones


Such data “are known to be notoriously difficult to anonymise” (EDPB)
while keeping anything useful

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/israel-turns-to-anti-terrorism-tools-in-battle-againstcoronavirus/2020/03/15/3670bd94-66b9-11ea-b199-3a9799c54512_story.html, March 15, 2020
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https://www.engadget.com/israel-halts-phone-tracking-for-covid-19-quarantine-184622314.html

HOW TO USE DATA TO TACKLE THE
PANDEMIC – AND HOW NOT


The first debate: „Anonymised“ Location Data from Mobile Phones
Such data “are known to be notoriously difficult to anonymise” (EDPB)
while keeping anything useful
 Icelands GPS-based tracing app „hasn‘t helped much“:


https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/05/11/1001541/iceland-rakning-c19-covid-contact-tracing/
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The first debate: „Anonymised“ Location Data from Mobile Phones
Such data “are known to be notoriously difficult to anonymise” (EDPB)
while keeping anything useful
 We reached a situation where most people realised that location data is
not accurate enough and hence not useful for contact tracing






We quickly realised we are in quite a unique situation: There is a
single best concept for implementing app-based contact tracing
which is at the same time the most privacy-friendly concept
There is no trade-off between privacy and health here

Privacy

Health

THE STOPP CORONA APP OF THE
AUSTRIAN RED CROSS








One of the first Contact Tracing Apps in the App Stores in Europe
Development started already in the end of February
Based on a decentralised architecture
“Contact diary”
Data Protection as feature and not as obstacle
Far beyond minimum req. of GDPR

https://www.roteskreuz.at/site/ueberblick-stopp-corona-app/

PRIVACY BY DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

Hötzendorfer, W.: Zum Verhältnis von Recht und Technik: Rechtsdurchsetzung durch Technikgestaltung. In: Hötzendorfer, W.,
Tschohl, C., Kummer, F. (Hrsg.): International Trends in Legal Informatics, Festschrift for Erich Schweighofer, Editions
Weblaw, Bern, 2020, 419–437.

HOW TO ESTABLISH TRUST:
TRANSPARENCY & CIVIL SOCIETY
Trust is key (discussions on making the App mandatory are
pointless because in practice this is impossible)
What did we do to achieve trust?
1.
We informally shared information and discussed the concept
with the Austrian data protection community (NGOs,
researchers and other experts) from the beginning
2.
We gathered their qualified input and improved the App
accordingly
3.
We published the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA)
4.
We disclosed the source code to them
5.
They made a technical and legal review
A lot of their criticism and their 25 recommendations were the same
as already voiced earlier by us internally
 They were immediately implemented
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THE APP IS OPEN SOURCE

INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES: EDPB

https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_20200420_contact_tracing_covid_with_annex_en.pdf

INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES: CCC

https://www.ccc.de/de/updates/2020/contact-tracing-requirements

DP-3T

https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/DP3T%20White%20Paper.pdf

GOOGLE AND APPLE NOW DIRECTLY
INTEGRATE CONTACT TRACING INTO OS
Bluetooth-based P2P-Handshake
without a Server
 Allows implementation of the purely
decentralised approach
 In principle based on and in close
collaboration with DP-3T


Integrated into the operating system
(Android and iOS)
 One app per country
 Strictly no location data
 International interoperability


https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/05/apple-and-google-provide-first-look-of-covid-19-tracing-in-ios-and-android

THE PUBLIC: SOME LEARNINGS





There are so many popular apps that track people and they don’t
question them
We developed one of the most privacy-friendly and best-scrutinised
apps out there and they questioned it – which is a good thing
It turned out to be difficult to explain a privacy by design solution to
the public
Clearly, it is difficult to understand why tracing and anonymity (or
pseudonymity) is possible at the same time
 The solution might seem complicated if you are not familiar with basic
security concepts






It is a good thing that people are sceptical and ask questions about
privacy and data protection but it is necessary to differentiate and try
to make an educated decision or trust experts and civil society
The Problem with some Technical Terms & The Public


Apple/Google 1.1 update:





“Contact tracing” -> “exposure tracing”
“Advertising” -> “broadcast” (of the pseudonymous UUID)

„Surveillance study“ (just an epidemiology term)

https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing/

https://logbuch-netzpolitik.de/

IS THIS SOLUTIONISM?
Bruce Schneier and others think that Tracing Apps would
not work for technical reasons, because limitations of
Bluetooth Low Energy would lead to too many false
positives and false negatives
 My opinion:


False negatives are conceptually nonexistent in this context
because nobody would conclude that he or she is not infected
just from not having received any warnings from the app
 False positives are inherent to the concept of quarantine:
Most people in any quarantine whatsoever are actually not
infected. The vast majority of “relevant contacts” to an infected
person do not lead to an infection. And even having hundred
thousands of people in quarantine is much better than full
lockdown.


https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2020/05/me_on_covad-19_.html

CONCLUDING REMARKS



Some people are concerned that life will become dependent on an
app and people will become used to it
Other people use fitness trackers, Facebook and WhatsApp on their
phone
…and some of them would never install the Stopp Corona App

Will the App ever be useful in practice?
 We do not know yet. Scientific studies say yes, possibly.
 I think we should try – as long as we mitigate/eliminate the risks
 So we must propagate the App and for that trust is key.
In addition, I hope that
 the debate about the App raises awareness of data protection
 especially with regard to many other apps out there
 and maybe even of privacy by design solutions like client-side data
storage and processing

SELECTED RESOURCES


https://www.roteskreuz.at/site/ueberblick-stopp-corona-app/



https://www.roteskreuz.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Bericht_Datenschutzfolgeabschaetzung_StoppC
orona_App.pdf (DPIA Report, by now in German only)



https://www.researchinstitute.at/de/aktuelles_leser/stopp-corona-app-weiterentwicklung-mithilfe-der-zivilgesellschaft.html



https://noyb.eu/sites/default/files/2020-04/report_stopp_corona_app_english_v1.0_0.pdf



https://www.ccc.de/de/updates/2020/contact-tracing-requirements



https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_20200420_contact_tracing_co
vid_with_annex_en.pdf



https://github.com/DP-3T



https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing



https://logbuch-netzpolitik.de/ (all [recent] episodes)



https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/05/apple-and-google-provide-first-look-of-covid-19-tracingin-ios-and-android
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